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Background: Based on their natural history congenital hemangiomas (CH) can be divided
into rapidly involuting congenital hemangiomas (RICH), non-involuting congenital
hemangiomas (NICH) and partially involuting congenital hemangiomas (PICH). Currently,
there is no report in the literature of characteristics that allow them to be objectively
differentiated at the time of the first confrontation with the patient.

Objective: Describe specific features of NICH and RICH at the time of the first consultation
that allow to predict the evolution of the lesion and consequently make the diagnosis
prospectively. 

Materials and Methods: We performed a systematic review in the Pubmed database of
retrospective studies with case series that included semiological, topographic and
epidemiological description of CH. A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically
significant. 

Results: Five case series met inclusion criteria, representing 158 patients with CH; 71 RICH
and 87 NICH. Males:Females cases of RICH was 42:29 and NICH was 46:41, no
statistically significant difference was observed. Localization was divided into head-neck
(HN), trunk-abdominal (TA) and extremities (EE). HN:TA:EE proportion for RICH was
27:5:38 and for NICH 30:20:37, the difference was statistically significant. Average size
(cm) was 5.97 (RICH) and 5.48 (NICH), no statistically significant. Semiological parameters
was difficult to asses due the lack of detailed semiological descriptions on studies, the only
difference reported was that NICH could be flat, while the RICH never are.

Conclusions: The systematic review shows the only parameter that orientate between
different CH is localization (p<0.05), with TA localization orientative to NICH. There are few
case series and absence of fine semiological description that allows a detailed comparative
analysis between the different subtypes. It is not possible to make a prospective diagnosis
of certainty based on the semiology of the lesions with the elements available in the
literature to date.
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